Actor Dylan Kingwell is Celebrating a Year of Tremendous Success
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This has been an exceptional year for 11-year-old Vancouver actor Dylan Kingwell, who received critical acclaim for
his portrayal of Victor, one of the lead characters in A&E Network’s adaptation of The Returned. The starring role was
Dylan’s first in a regular television series. Although The Returned ran for just one season, Dylan’s impact on audiences
still resonates worldwide and he has not stopped working since! He played young ‘Sam’ on a recent episode of the
hit tv series Supernatural and appears as Peyton Reddings in The Wilding TV Pilot (2016). In addition, Dylan can
currently be seen in THREE Christmas television movies this holiday season on Lifetime and the Hallmark Channel:
The Christmas Note, Ice Sculpture Christmas and Wish Upon a Christmas.
Dylan’s television and film work attracted so much attention this past year that he was invited to appear on the following
Vancouver TV talk shows: eveRIAthing, That Talk Show and Breakfast Television.
Dylan has appeared in a variety of commercials for brands such as Mattel, Crayola, Canadian Tire, Nintendo 3DS,
Lexus and the “Milk Every Moment” campaign. He has booked many principle roles for Mattel, Blue Diamond Almonds and Walmart. Dylan also had a role in The Young and Prodigious Spivet directed by Jean Pierre Jeunet. His
other credits include an appearance in The Tomorrow People and the Tim Burton feature film Big Eyes.
Despite his very busy schedule, Dylan is a wonderful student and excels in his schoolwork. He enjoys reading and
has occasionally participated in the challenge program at school. Dylan loves the outdoors and participating in sports,
especially hockey. He is a rep level hockey player for Cloverdale Minor Hockey and the AAA BC Lightning Spring
Hockey Club. Dylan had the opportunity to showcase his hockey prowess on Breakfast Television last spring in their
‘Athlete of the Week’ segment. A shining star both on and off the ice... Dylan’s teammates call him ‘Hollywood’.
Dylan’s personal quote is, “That next great chance is always right around the corner”.
Dylan is represented by his “amazing” agent: Lissa Lloyd of Lloyd Talent 604.589.7559 / lissa@lloydtalent.com and
Lloyd Talent is also acting as Dylan’s US manager and has placed him with one of the top agencies CESD in Los Angeles.
Dylan’s publicity is handled by NoodleHead Productions PR and he is available for interviews and personal appearances upon request. 604.767.8099 / lisa@noodleheadproductions.com.

